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The Southern Dragon Kingdom and the Western Tiger Kingdom naturally would not swallow their anger. 

First, they sent a fierce letter to the Bei Xuan Kingdom, which was translated into plain English. ‘you 

actually joined forces with the East Phoenix Kingdom to scam us. You’re really shameless!’! 

 

Following that, the Southern Dragon Kingdom and the Western Tiger Kingdom began to punish the 

merchants of the Bei Xuan Kingdom. They even discussed joining forces to take care of the Bei Xuan 

Kingdom, making the Bei Xuan Kingdom pay the price in blood. 

 

Emperor bei Jing of the North Mystic Kingdom was instantly paralyzed! 

 

It was supposed to be three against one, but why did it turn into a rebellion? 

 

He was wronged! He was almost wronged to death! 

 

He did not send anyone to snatch any bullsh * t spiritual stone mines! He did not spread any gossip, but 

the spy was sent by him. It was hard to argue with him. 

 

What should they do now? If the Southern Dragon Kingdom and the West Tiger Kingdom really went all 

out, how could the North Mystic Kingdom be a match for the two kingdoms? Wouldn’t they just sit back 

and wait for their kingdoms to be destroyed? 

 

Thus, a minister suggested, “Your Majesty, the Eastern kingdom has already expressed its goodwill to 

our kingdom. Why don’t we join forces with the East Phoenix Kingdom? This way, we will be evenly 

matched. The Southern Dragon Kingdom and the West Tiger Kingdom won’t be able to do anything to 

us.” 

 

Emperor bei Jing pondered for a moment. There was only one way now. Then, he eagerly sent an envoy 

to Empress Jiu to deliver the letter. The gist of it was that our North Xuan Kingdom had been fooled by 

those two bastards previously.., now that we have seen their true colors, let’s be good friends! 



 

Yun chujiu passed the letter to all the ministers of Bei Xuan Kingdom. Most of them did not know what 

Empress Jiu had done. They thought that the bei Xuan Kingdom had learned from their mistakes and had 

a conscience. 

 

Only Yun Zhichen and a few others felt a surge of admiration for Empress Jiu. What kind of mind was 

this? ! 

 

Not only did they manage to break the Three Kingdoms’blockade on the East Phoenix Kingdom, but they 

also managed to pull the bei Xuan Kingdom to their side. 

 

Yun Zhichen lit a candle for the other three kingdoms. He felt that if this continued, the Three Kingdoms 

would sooner or later be destroyed by the female emperor. 

 

In the following period of time, the East Phoenix Kingdom and the Bei Xuan Kingdom had a close 

relationship. Moreover, the East Phoenix Kingdom was quite generous. Seeing that the bei Xuan 

kingdom had very few cold spiritual fruits, they not only gave Emperor bei Jing a lot of spiritual fruits, 

they even specially stated that the spirit fruits they sold to the Bei Xuan Kingdom in the future would be 

sold at a 20% discount. 

 

Emperor bei Jing was so moved that tears welled up in his eyes. This empress Fenghua was the most 

reliable! She was much better than those two bastards! 

 

How could emperor Bei Jing know that the reason why Empress Jiu did this was because the other two 

kingdoms did not lack spirit fruits at all? The Dongfeng Kingdom’s spirit fruits were mainly sold to the Bei 

Xuan Kingdom. 

 

When the Southern Dragon Kingdom and the West Tiger Kingdom saw this, they were even more certain 

that everything that had happened before was done by the North Xuan Kingdom. They hated the North 

Xuan Kingdom to the core. 

 



At this moment, the Southern Dragon Kingdom caught a few spies. They were actually from the West 

Tiger Kingdom. What made Emperor Nan Xuan the most angry was that one of the spies was an old 

lover of one of his concubines. 

 

Emperor Nan Xuan was so angry that he spat out a mouthful of blood. When he woke up, he first killed 

that concubine and then sent troops to attack the West Tiger Kingdom. 

 

The West Tiger Kingdom was also furious! 

 

You Can’t control your own woman, so why are you blaming the West Tiger Kingdom? Moreover, they 

also caught several spies of the South Dragon Kingdom. When a crow falls on a pig, no one can blame 

anyone! 

 

Therefore, the two countries completely fell out with each other and had a conflict at the border. 

Although the scale was not large, they did not have the time to find trouble with the East Phoenix 

Kingdom for the time being. 

 

Later on, there was a record in the history books of the towering Sky Empire: 

 

In the first year of the reign of the female emperor, the Empress was far away in an city. Just based on 

the information gathered in the restaurant, the South Dragon Country, West Tiger Country, and North 

Xuan country were thrown into chaos. It could be said that in the midst of strategizing, victory was 

decided from a thousand miles away. 


